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Glasgow schoolgirl recognised for reporting expertise  

Kirkintilloch student is finalist in Young Reporters Scotland award  

Environmental charity, Keep Scotland Beautiful, has announced that Louise Cairney 

from Kirkintilloch has placed as a finalist of the prestigious Young Reporters Scotland 

Awards recognising her creative talents and investigative journalism skills.  

Louise, aged 11, attended a ceremony held in Stirling last week (Thursday 30 March) to 

mark the success of the Young Reporters Scotland 2016/17 programme - which inspires 

young people to increase their knowledge and awareness of economic, social and 

environmental issues and gives them a platform to express their views.  

The Young Reporters Scotland judging panel commended Louise for her Geeko-Eco 

blog which focuses on nature and plants. Her entry to the competition was a blog post 

on the Banksia flower which informed her audience about its importance to pollinators. 

Louise, who won a family ticket donated by Edinburgh Zoo, commented: “I heard about 

Young Reporters Scotland when I got my Young Scot card and was looking at the things 

I could get involved in. I thought YRS would be something nice to do with some good 

prizes. Other young people should do it – report on something you are interested in and 

you will enjoy it”.  

Young Reporters Scotland is open Scotland-wide to those aged 11 - 21. The 

programme is linked to the international Young Reporters for the Environment (YRE) 

initiative and selected Scottish entries are then nominated for the international 

competition.  



Derek Robertson, Chief Executive of Keep Scotland Beautiful, commented: 

“Young Reporters Scotland provides young people from across Scotland the opportunity 

to become further engaged in the environmental issues that are closest to their hearts 

and minds.  

“Keep Scotland Beautiful is proud to support this programme and help all entrants 

develop an understanding of the challenges facing Scotland’s environment. All of the 

submissions this year are fantastic examples of investigative journalism and it is clear 

that there is significant interest in helping to address and raise awareness of Scotland’s 

environmental challenges.”  

Further information on Young Reporters Scotland can be found at: 

http://www.keepscotlandbeautiful.org/yrs  
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1. Keep Scotland Beautiful is the charity that campaigns, acts and educates on a 

range of local, national and global environmental issues to change behaviour and 

improve the quality of people’s lives and the places they care for. We are 

committed to making Scotland clean, green and more sustainable. Further details 

at www.keepscotlandbeautiful.org 

2. Young Reporters Scotland (YRS) aims to empower young people to take action 

towards an economically, socially and environmentally just world. Taking part in 

YRS is an exciting opportunity for young people to build life-changing skills and 

be part of an international group of young people creatively raising awareness of 

sustainability issues within their communities.   

3. Young Reporters Scotland is part of the international Young Reporters for the 

Environment (YRE) programme which is in operation in over 25 countries. It is 
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coordinated internationally by the Foundation for Environmental Education (FEE) 

and is managed in Scotland by Keep Scotland Beautiful.  

4. Media enquiries to Peter Duncan 07740 469949/peter@messagematters.co.uk 

or Kirsty Leiper 07908 781 331/kirsty@messagematters.co.uk 
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